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Comic/ Cartoon Project Guidelines 
 
*All descriptions must be written in complete sentences in paragraph form  
*Must be 5 paragraphs (5 sentences each)  = to one page written by hand. 
* Final copy must be written in pen or typed. Attach highlighted rough draft to final 
project. 
*Draw and color your character in a scene on the construction paper given by 
teacher. (Character can be drawn or traced by hand but not computer generated.) 
 
Don’t name your character on the front….only on the drawing side!!!! 
First Paragraph to include: 
1. Tell what species they are (human/ dog/ cat/ bear/ other) and/or if they change into 

something.  Ex. (Es un humano. Se transforma en hombre-araña.)  
2. Describe eye color, hair color(blonde, brunette, redhead) and hair length (long/short)   

(remember eyes blue…not blue eyes) 
        verb: tiene = has  /  no tiene = doesn’t have 
3. Describe height (tall/average/short) and weight (skinny/fat)    
 verbs: es =is   son = are         No es = Isn’t     
 (note: the adverb “very” –“muy” is used the same way in Spanish   
ex. muy alto = very tall    
 
Second Paragraph to include: 
4. Describe any other physical features that haven’t been listed (ugly? pretty? big nose? 
two heads? etc.)       
5. Describe type and color of clothing/ costume   verb:  lleva = wears 
 
Third Paragraph to include: 
6. Describe personality of character   
 
Fourth Paragraph to include: 
7. Describe his/her special powers and weaknesses or occupation  
  verb: trabaja = works 
 8. Describe where they live   (ex. en una cueva grande (a big cave)? Casa pequeña (small 
house)? bajo el agua?  (underwater)     Use verb “vive”= lives 
 
Fifth Paragraph to include: 
9. Describe his/her friends  (friend = amigo) 
 
10. Describe his/her enemies   (enemy= enemigo) if no enemies, describe family = 
familia 
 
 
 
 
 
To show possession, use possessive  adjectives!   (mi, tu, su )   (mis, tus, sus) 
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Use the appropriate section in the text book for adjectives of appearance/personality 
or use dictionary. 
 
Other Key Words you may need:      
Power- poder    Changes into = se transforma en 
Special= especial                                 Likes to=   le gusta 
Weakness= debilidad                           can  =  puede   
Occupation= trabajo 
He = Él  
She= Ella        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 After all paragraphs are complete:  
1. Highlight all nouns in one color highlighter (yellow) and all adjectives in a 
different color (orange). 
2. To check if your adjectives are in the correct position , you should see the color 
pattern yellow/ orange. If you see orange then yellow…you may have made a 
mistake…go back and revise.  
3. Now you are ready to rewrite (must be in pen) or type your final copy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 


